Protein clearing pathways in ALS.
In the present review a large amount of experimental and clinical studies on ALS are discussed in an effort to dissect common pathogenic mechanisms which may provide novel information and potential therapeutic strategies for motor neuron degeneration.Protein clearing systems play a critical role in motor neuron survival during excitotoxic stress, aging and neurodegenerative disorders. Among various mechanisms which clear proteins from the cell recent studies indicate autophagy as the most prominent pathway to promote survival of motor neurons.Autophagy regulates the clearance of damaged mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum and misfolded proteins in eukaryotic cells. Upon recruitment of the autophagy pathway, an autophagosome is produced and directed towards lysosomal degradation.Here we provide evidence that in both genetic and sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS, the most common motor neuron disorder) a defect in the autophagy machinery is common. In fact, swollen, disrupted mitochondria and intracellular protein aggregates accumulate within affected motor neurons. These structures localize within double membrane vacuoles, autophagosomes, which typically cluster in perinuclear position. In keeping with this, when using autophagy inhibitors or suppressing autophagy promoting genes, motor symptoms and motor neuron death are accelerated. Conversely stimulation of autophagy alleviates motor neuron degeneration.Therefore, autophagy represents an important target when developing novel treatments in ALS.